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C. D. Jackson was the publisher of LIFE magazine in 1963.  In the book "Deadly Secrets," by Warren Hinckle and 

William Turner, it says on page 185: "Jackson was president of the CIA's Free Europe Committee in the 1950s 

and was also special assistant to President Eisenhower for psychological warfare working on anticommunist 

propaganda for Eastern Europe...Drew Pearson wrote in his "Diaries 1949-1959": LIFE magazine is always 

pulling chestnuts out of the fire for the CIA; and I recall that C.D. Jackson of the Life-Time empire was the man 

who arranged for the CIA to finance the Freedom Balloons.  C.D. Jackson, Harold Stassen, and the other boys 

who went with me to Germany spent money like money while I paid my own way.  I always was suspicious 

that a lot of dough was coming from unexplained quarters and didn't  learn until sometime later that the CIA 

was footing the bill." (Henry Luce, the owner of Time, Inc., was a right-winger on foreign policy who often 

disagreed with JFK, particularly on Cuban foreign policy issues.)  I do not know whether these 

characterizations of Jackson's career are accurate or not.I am not convinced there are any redactions in the 

Zapruder film affidavits--I note some apparent spacing irregularities, but I do not know what they mean.  I 

believe that some court in the State of New York would have these original documents on file...you might ask 

to see the originals, or certified true copies of the originals, from the New York court system before you 

proceed on the assumption that there are any redactions on these documents.Howard--I cannot answer any 

more questions on this subject.  Please do not send me any more questions.  We are prohibited from serving 

as research assistants for any researchers, and I cannot afford even the appearance of having served as the 

research assistant for one researcher, and not for another.  Every time you send me a question, you are 

creating an assassination record for all eternity.  I wish you the best of luck in your research, but it must truly 

be your research.  We are spending the taxpayer's money here, and it must be on the search for records for 

the JFK Collection, not on assistance for private research projects.All future questions should be relayed to our 

public affairs staff.Best of luck on your own private research in the future--Doug   To:	Douglas_Horne @ jfk-

arrb.gov @ internetcc:	 (bcc: Douglas Horne/ARRB)From:	howard @ mpimedia.com (Howard Motyl) @ 

INTERNET @ WORLDCOM   Date:	04/03/97 10:57:19 AM CSTSubject:	Clarification neededDougWhen we met 

in Washington, you had mentioned that the editor orpublisher of Life magazine had had ties to the CIA in the 

50's.  Isthere documentation of this?  Who is the person?  Stolley?  C.D.Jackson?  Also, on the redactions that 

are made on the Zapruder affadavits--Ishowed you those, the ones I had received from a researcher--is 

thereany speculation about what has been whited out?  the names of SecretService or police or FBI officers 

accompanying Zapruder?  I wonder ifyou have any information on this matter.  If you are not the person 
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